The voids behind the tunnel lining, as one of the tunnel diseases, can influence the tunnel service life. For existing running tunnels, it is essential to evaluate the effect of the void condition. In this paper, the impact-echo method was employed to check the voids. Firstly, a tunnel-soil coupled finite element model was built. Then, an impact excitation was applied on the tunnel lining. The responses beside the impact locations were compared for the conditions with different sizes of void and without voids behind the tunnel lining. The responses of the conditions with various impact locations were also be contrasted. The signals were analysed in time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain. In addition, the dynamic stiffness of the tunnel-soil structure and fractal box-counting dimensions of the vibration response were calculated as well. By analysing these responses, the results suggest that the existence of void induce a dominant frequency, lower resistivity to deformation and lower attenuate velocity. With the increase of the size of the void, the features of response are more obvious.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of railway and highway in China and some other developing countries, more and more tunnels have been constructed. On the other hand, nevertheless, the problem of tunnel diseases becomes apparent. In general, tunnel diseases include lining cracking, tunnel leakage, vault roof slabbing, voids behind tunnel lining and so on. As one of the tunnel diseases, voids behind tunnel lining can cause the leakage and surrounding rock deformation, which will finally affect the tunnel service life. Accordingly, it is important to detect the voids behind tunnel linings and take appropriate measures. The existing methods of non-destructive testing (NDT) include geological radar, ultrasonic resilience method, infrared photographing technology of temperature field, etc. As one of the NDT methods, impact-echo (IE) method, which is widely used to detect piles and other engineering structures, is also usually employed to detect the voids behind tunnel lining. Among these NDT methods, geological radar is widely used, but it is expensive and time cost. IE method can find the location of the tunnel void preliminarily and it is easy and fast. So when it is no need to test the whole tunnel, the IE method is appropriate to have a simple test to a certain part of the tunnel. When applying an impact force on the tunnel, the response beside the impact point can be received. By analysing the different characteristics of response, the location of the void can be recognized.
Some methods for response analysis have been developed for dynamic tunnel NDT. Song analysed the response signals in the time-frequency domain via short time Fourier tranform (STFT) to evaluate the bonding state of tunnel shotcrete applied onto hard rocks. Aggelis revealed the effectiveness of grouting through combined use of time domain characteristics, spectral content and wavelet transform. Ryden evaluated the quality of backfill material in segmental lined tunnel based on the impact-echo amplification factor.
In this paper, a finite element (FE) model was built to analyse the tunnel void state in IE method. The received responses were analysed in time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain. The dynamic stiffness and fractal box-counting dimensions were also calculated. Through these signal analysis methods, the differences between non-void condition and void condition could be presented. Besides, the signals of conditions with various void sizes and void locations would also be compared.
NUMERICAL MODEL
To obtain the response of the tunnel by the IE method, a FE model was built. Fig.1 . shows the model, which contains a reinforced concrete tunnel lining, voids and the surrounding soil, of which the material properties are presented in Table 1 . According to the relevant literature, the distance between vibration source and boundaries and the mesh size should be designed as:
where V S is the shear wave velocity of the soil; f min =4 Hz and f max =150 Hz are the minimum and maximum analysing frequencies, respectively. By calculating, the result shows that L should be larger than 37 m and Δl should smaller than 0.33 m. The dimension of the model is 84m ×84m×40m, and the tunnel internal and external diameters are 5.4 m and 6 m. The minimum mesh size is 0.2 m. The void is settled on the top of the tunnel between the tunnel lining and the soil. Dx represents distance between the impact point and the center of void.
For the boundary conditions, the springs and dampers are settled on the nodes of the boundaries to simulate the effect of the infinite field to the computed field. As an impact excitation, an impulsive force measured in a hand hammer test was applied on the tunnel. The duration of the impulsive force is 0.0032 s, and the peak value of impact force is 88.26 kN. The frequency range influenced by the impulsive force is between 1 and 150 Hz, shown in Fig.2 . The response point is chosen at 0.1 m far from the impact location on the right side.
Six conditions, the model without void and with voids of different sizes and various impact locations were calculated. In addition, the differences will also be compared when changing the locations of impact point. To make the presentation clearly, the conditions are listed in Table 2 . When Dx is larger than 4 m, the voids cannot be recognized by this method. 
CONTRASTS OF DIFFERENT VOID SIZES Analysis in time domain
The waveforms of Condition A, B, C and D in time domain are showed in the left column of Fig.3 . In the case of non-void condition (Condition A), the peak value is 6.17 m/s 2 at 0.1108 s. The waveform decays quickly after the peak and the amplitude is approaching zero after 0.1171 s. In the case of the void conditions (Condition B, C and D), the peak values reach to 6.72, 8.22 and 9.66 m/s 2 . Minor peaks after 0.1171 s can still be observed in time histories. That means the great disparity in impedance between tunnel and air causes the high reflectivity of vibration compared to the non-void condition. It can be seen that compared with the non-void condition, the conditions with void have higher peak value and the waveforms attenuate slower. With the void becomes larger, the contrasts are more obvious.
Analysis in frequency domain
The frequency spectrums for the Condition A, B, C and D are presented on the right column in Fig.3 . The peak value of the non-void condition (Condition A) is approximately 0.0005 m/s 2 /Hz and the main frequencies are distributed at a wide range, which cause ambiguous natural frequency. For the void condition (Condition B, C and D), the peak values reach 0.0006, 0.0009 and 0.0011 m/s 2 /Hz, and the range of frequency are narrower. The void induces a peak of vibration amplitude at about 90 Hz. In summary, as the void becomes larger, the peak value is higher and the main frequency band is narrower, which implies that the reflectivity of vibration increases. 
Analysis of dynamic stiffness
Dynamic stiffness expresses the resistivity to deformation under the impact force, and it changes with frequency of the impact force [10] . Dynamic stiffness reflects the supporting performance of the tunnel-soil structure. When the impact force F(t) is applied to the tunnel, the velocity response v(t) will be obtained. They can be transformed into frequency domain by Fourier transform, which are represented by F(f) and v(f). The velocity admittance is defined as:
Then, the dynamic stiffness can be calculated by:
FIG.4. shows the dynamic stiffness changes with the frequency, and the averaged dynamic stiffness between 40 and 110 Hz are listed in Table 3 . It is obviously that the value of dynamic stiffness decreases with the increase of the void size, which means the resistivity to deformation decreases when the void is bigger. Table 3 . Average of dynamic stiffness. The acceleration response caused by the impact force can also be presented in time-frequency domain via the Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT). The HHT is a way to decompose a signal into so-called intrinsic mode functions (IMF) along with a trend, and obtain instantaneous frequency data. It is designed to work well for data that is nonstationary and nonlinear. In contrast to other common transforms like the Fourier transform, the HHT is more like an algorithm (an empirical approach) that can be applied to a data set, rather than a theoretical tool. The calculation of the HHT includes two steps, which are Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert transform. By EMD, the acceleration data can be decomposed into different simple nonsinusoidal signals, which are called IMF [11] . Each IMF is transformed into timefrequency domain by Hilbert transform, and after the superposition, the timefrequency spectrum will be achieved. Fig.5 . shows the time-frequency spectrum which is a superposition of IMF decomposed from the acceleration. The horizontal axis presents time domain, and the vertical axis are instantaneous frequency, while the color shows the amplitude. For Condition A, the amplitude is lower than 0.4. The instantaneous frequency duration time is 0.1s. For the Condition B, C and D, the amplitude is higher than 0.6 when the void exists, and the instantaneous frequency duration time is 0.15s. From Fig.5 , it can be told that the vibration with low frequency attenuate slowly compared with the high frequency.
Conditions

Analysis of fractal box-counting dimension
Regular geometric space includes point, line, plane, and volume. Their corresponding dimensions are 0, 1, 2 and 3, which are all integers. This kind of dimensions are called empirical dimension. However, when the geometric figure is irregular but is self-similar, the dimension may not be empirical, which is named similarity dimension. The vibration signal is self-similar, so its fractal box-counting dimension represents the space coverage degree. The fractal dimension analyses the difference of the responses quantificationally.
In this paper, the fractal box-counting dimension of acceleration response signal in time-domain is higher than 1 and lower than 2. The fractal dimension reflects the attenuation velocity of the acceleration in time domain to some extent, such as when the fractal dimension is larger, the vibration attenuates slower. Fig.6 . shows that the fractal box-counting dimension increases while the void becomes larger, which means the vibration last longer. Fig.7 . shows the acceleration responses with various impact locations in time domain. The peak values of Condition E and F are 7.34 and 6.22 m/s 2 , respectively. The peak value of Condition F is close to 6.17 m/s 2 of Condition A, which is the non-void condition. Fig.8 . shows the acceleration results with different impact locations in frequency domain. The waveform goes smoothly while the impact location goes farther, and the peak value is lower, which means the dominant frequency is more inconspicuous. When the distance between impact point and the center of the void reaches to 4 m, the waveform gets close to it of Condition A. . presents the dynamic stiffness with different impact locations. The dynamic stiffness of coupled tunnel-soil structure increases while the impact point goes farther. At the distance of 4 m, the dynamic stiffness is almost the same to the non-void condition. Fig.10 . shows the time-frequency spectrum with different impact distances. At the impact distance of 2 m, the waveform is unsmooth and irregular. At the impact distance of 4 m, although the amplitude is still higher than 0.6, the waveform is more regular because the peaks of the waveform in each step nearly match the same time. Fig.11 . shows the fractal box-counting dimensions of the accelerations in each impact distance. The dimension becomes lower while the impact point goes farther. It is almost equal when the distance reaches 4 m. 
CONTRASTS OF DIFFERENT IMPACT POSITIONS
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a FE model is built to evaluate the effect of tunnel void with various sizes and positions by the IE method. The responses under the impact load were analysed by different methods, which include time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, time-frequency domain analysis, dynamic stiffness analysis and fractal box-counting dimension analysis. The following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) For the conditions of void with different sizes, when the void becomes bigger, the response amplitude increases and the waveform decays slowly in the time domain. In the frequency domain, the main frequency band is narrower and the dominant frequency becomes clearly while the void becomes bigger. In the time-frequency domain, compared with the non-void condition, the vibration of void condition still have higher frequency components at the time of 0.16 to 0.2s when the frequencies of the non-void condition attenuate. When the tunnel state worsen (from non-void condition to big void condition), the tunnel's resistivity to deformation decreases, because the dynamic stiffness decreases and the fractal box-counting dimension is higher.
(2) For the conditions of void with various impact positions, when the impact location goes farther from the void, the response signals are weaker in time domain and frequency domain. The waveforms in time-frequency domain are more regular. The properties of dynamic stiffness and the fractal boxcounting dimensions of the void conditions are more likely to the non-void condition as the impact force moving away to the void. When the distance between the impact point and the center of void is more than 4 m, the response signals are almost similar to those for non-void condition, which means the void of 7.07 m 3 cannot be recognized out of 4 m. (3) Above all, among the analysis methods, to analyse the vibration attenuation on the basis of different frequencies, the analysis in time-frequency domain is the best way. The vibration amplitude is shown in both frequency and time domain. However, to analyse the size of the void or the void's location quantificationally, the dynamic stiffness and the fractal box-counting dimension have more advantages than other analysis method. Compared to those for nonvoid condition, when the dynamic stiffness is lower and the fractal boxcounting dimension is higher, the size of the void is bigger and the distance between the impact position and the void is smaller. The void behind the tunnel lining can be found preliminarily by using IE test, and the responses can be analysed semi-quantitatively by these analysing methods. After the preliminary test, more refined methods will be taken to analyse the tunnel damage.
